
Make Your Life Easier and Your Business Stand Out with Our Top Quality 

Photos and Art Work. You won’t find a collection like this anywhere else and, in 

order to maintain its exclusivity, we will be limiting our Private Label Rights Offer. 



Promotional PPT Presentation of ALL INCLUDED CONTENT with Private Label Rights     
(This presentation is also available as JPG slides/images and as a PDF document)

60 High Quality Social Media Graphics with Private Label Rights 

All Graphics are available in both .JPG and .PNG format

You can view the all the content of this premium collection on the following slides. 





































































This Presentation and The Images It 
Includes Are Available For Purchase!

This Turnkey, One and Done, Social Media Graphics Profit Pack Is
Available For Purchase and Yours To DoWith As You Please.

The beauty of our Photo PowerPoint Presentation is that you can promote the
slides anywhere and everywhere. You can post them on your website or blog;
on all the social media sites like Facebook and Pinterest. Or.. you can turn them
into a video and promote them on YouTube and other video sites.

All the hard work is done for you! The products are already packaged up
into a neat niche bundle for you to download. You get two zip files.

• SocialMediaGraphicsPresentation.zip
(Contains all the PPT promotional slides, including product licenses and
download instructions.)

• SocialMediaGraphics.zip
(Contains all the images, which you are welcome to sell using this presentation or
mix and match and use/sell however you like.)



This content comes with  restricted private label rights

What this means is:

[Yes]  You can use and sell it "as is."
[Yes]  You are free to use is to create your own products. 
[Yes]  You can edit it, rename it, reformat it, rebrand it.
[Yes]  You can use it to create reports, websites, videos, presentations.
[Yes]  You can use it to create digital products (eBooks, iBooks, Kindle )
[Yes]  You can use it to create physical products (Amazon books, DVDs)

You are NOT allowed to pass this content on to others. What this mans is:

[No]  CANNOT pass on Resale Rights.
[No]  CANNOT pass on Master Resale Rights.
[No]  CANNOT pass on Private Label Rights.
[No]  CANNOT include with personal use rights on a free or paid membership site. 
[No]  CANNOT be offered or positioned as a bonus. 

Essentially this means you can sell the content itself  but cannot transfer your rights 
to your customers. This exclusion is designed to protect the long term value of these 
profit packs for every license owner and you must comply with these terms.


